Abstract. We present a platform for designing and executing studies that compare pathologists interpreting histopathology of whole slide images (WSIs) on a computer display to pathologists interpreting glass slides on an optical microscope. eeDAP is an evaluation environment for digital and analog pathology. The key element in eeDAP is the registration of the WSI to the glass slide. Registration is accomplished through computer control of the microscope stage and a camera mounted on the microscope that acquires real-time images of the microscope field of view (FOV). Registration allows for the evaluation of the same regions of interest (ROIs) in both domains. This can reduce or eliminate disagreements that arise from pathologists interpreting different areas and focuses on the comparison of image quality. We reduced the pathologist interpretation area from an entire glass slide (10 to 30 mm 2 ) to small ROIs (<50 μm 2 ). We also made possible the evaluation of individual cells. We summarize eeDAP's software and hardware and provide calculations and corresponding images of the microscope FOV and the ROIs extracted from the WSIs. The eeDAP software can be downloaded from the Google code website (project: eeDAP) as a MATLAB source or as a precompiled stand-alone license-free application. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI.
Introduction
Digital pathology (DP) incorporates the acquisition, management, and interpretation of pathology information generated from a digitized glass slide. DP is enabled by technological advances in whole slide imaging (WSI) systems, also known as virtual microscopy systems, which can digitize whole slides at microscopic resolution in a short period of time. The potential opportunities for DP are well documented and include telepathology, digital consultation and slide sharing, pathology education, indexing and retrieval of cases, and the use of automated image analysis. [1] [2] [3] The imaging chain of a WSI system consists of multiple components including the light source, optics, motorized stage, and a sensor for image acquisition. WSI systems also have embedded software for identifying tissue on the slide, auto-focusing, selecting and combining different fields of view (FOVs) in a composite image, and image processing (color management, image compression, etc.). Details regarding the components of WSI systems can be found in Gu and Ogilvie 4 There are currently numerous commercially available WSI systems as reviewed by Rojo et al. in terms of technical characteristics. 5 A number of studies (many cited in Refs. 6 and 7) have focused on the validation of WSI systems for primary diagnosis, with findings generally showing high concordance between glass slide and digital slide diagnoses. A common drawback of current validation studies of WSI systems is that they sometimes combine diagnoses from multiple pathology tasks performed on multiple tissue types. Pooling cases can lead to the undersampling of clinical tasks as discussed in the study by Gavrielides et al. 8 It can also dilute differences in reader performance that might be specific to certain tasks. Another issue from current validation studies is that agreement was typically determined by an adjudication panel comparing pathology reports from the WSI and microscope reads head-to-head. Guidelines are sometimes developed for defining major and minor discrepancies, but there is a considerable amount of interpretation and judgment required of the adjudication panel as the pathology reports are collected as real-world, sign-out reports (free text). Additionally, the focus of most validation studies is on primary diagnosis, with minor emphasis on related histopathology features that might be affected by image quality. The quantitative assessment of a pathologist's ability to evaluate histopathology features in WSI compared to the microscope would be useful in identifying possible limitations of DP for specific tasks. Related work includes the study of Velez et al. 9 where discordances in the diagnosis of melanocytic skin lesions were attributed to difficulty in identifying minute details such as inflammatory cells, apoptosis, organisms, and nuclear atypia. Finally, studies focusing on primary diagnosis do not typically account for differences in search patterns or FOV reviewed by observers. The selection of different areas to be assessed by different observers has been identified as a source of interobserver variability. 10 In this paper, we present an evaluation environment for digital and analog pathology that we refer to as eeDAP. eeDAP is a software and hardware platform for designing and executing digital and analog pathology studies where the digital image is registered to the real-time view on the microscope. This registration allows for the same regions of interest (ROIs) to be evaluated in digital mode or in microscope mode. Consequently, it is possible to reduce or eliminate a large source of variability in comparing these modalities in the hands of the pathologist: the FOV (the tissue) being evaluated. In fact, the current registration precision of eeDAP allows for the evaluation of the same individual cell in both domains. As such, a study can be designed where pathologists are asked to evaluate a preselected list of individual cells or groups of cells in the digital mode and with the microscope. Consequently, paired observations from coregistered FOV are collected allowing for a tight comparison between WSI and optical microscopy.
A reader study with eeDAP is intended to evaluate the scanned image, not the clinical workflow of a pathologist or lab. Instead of recording a typical pathology report, eeDAP enables the collection of explicit evaluation responses (formatted data) from the pathologist corresponding to very narrow tasks. This approach removes the ambiguity related to the range of language and the scope that different pathologists use in their reports. At the same time, this approach requires the study designer to narrow the criteria for cases (slides, ROIs, cells) to be included in the study set.
Reader studies utilizing eeDAP can focus on the evaluation of specific histopathology features. Since certain features challenge image quality properties such as color fidelity, focus quality, and depth of field, such reader studies can provide valuable information for the assessment of WSI and its role in clinical practice. The presented framework allows for the formulation of different types of tasks, many of which are currently available and customizable in eeDAP: free-text, integer input for counting tasks, a slider in a predefined range for a confidence scoring task (ROC task, receiver operating characteristic task), check boxes of specific categories for a classification task, and marking the image for a search task. Figure 1 shows the examples of the GUI presentation for two scoring tasks that we have explored: on the left, the reader would be asked to provide a score between 1 and 100 reflecting their confidence that the cell within the reticle is a plasma cell [in hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained, formalinfixed, paraffin-embedded colon tissue], whereas on the right, the reader would provide a score reflecting their confidence that the cell within the reticle is a mitotic figure (in H&E stained, formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded sarcoma).
In this paper, we outline the key software and hardware elements of eeDAP. First, we discuss the eeDAP software as a publicly available resource and describe software specifications and requirements. We next talk about the tone reproduction curves that characterize eeDAP and the native viewers: the curves showing the lightness in the output image given the transmittance of the input slide. In Sec. 2.3, we summarize the local and global registration methods that are key to pairing ROIs across the digital and microscope domains. In Sec. 2.4, we provide the key hardware specifications that eeDAP requires and then demonstrate the differences in FOVs and image sizes between the two domains: the digital image and the glass slide. These calculations and corresponding representative images help to provide a sense of scale across the digital and analog domains. Finally, we talk about reticles and their important role in narrowing the evaluation area to a small ROI or an individual cell.
Methods
In this section, we summarize the key elements of the eeDAP software and hardware. The eeDAP software is made up of three graphical user interfaces (GUIs) written in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts).
The first interface establishes the evaluation mode (Digital or MicroRT) and reads in the study input file. The input file contains the file names of the WSIs, hardware specifications, and the list of tasks with corresponding ROI locations that will be interpreted by the pathologist. Each ROI is defined by a location, width, and height in pixel coordinates of the WSI, and all are automatically extracted on the fly from the WSIs named.
There are installation requirements that make the ROI extraction possible from the proprietary WSI file formats. We also discuss a color gamut comparison between eeDAP and a native WSI viewer (a viewer designed by a WSI scanner manufacturer).
The second interface is executed only for studies run in the MicroRT mode. This interface globally registers each WSI to its corresponding glass slide. For each global registration of each WSI, a study administrator must interactively perform three local registrations. The local and global registration methods are described in Sec. 2.3.
The third interface runs the study in accordance to the list of tasks given in the input file. If the study is run in the Digital mode, the pathologist views the ROIs on the computer display in the GUI and enters the evaluations therein. If the study is run in MicroRT mode, the pathologist views the ROIs through the microscope (calibrated for Köhler illumination) and is responsible for any focusing in the z-plane. Although the pathologist is engaged with the microscope in the MicroRT mode, the study administrator is viewing the ROIs on the computer display in the GUI and enters the evaluations there as dictated by the pathologist. The study administrator also monitors a live camera image of what the pathologist sees through the microscope. This allows the study administrator to confirm and maintain a high level of registration precision in MicroRT mode.
The eeDAP hardware consists of an upright brightfield microscope, a digital camera, a computer-controlled stage with a joystick, a computer monitor, and a computer (see Fig. 2 ). The microscope requires a port for mounting the camera that allows for simultaneous viewing with the eyepiece. eeDAP currently supports a Ludl controller and compatible xy stage, and an IEEE 1394 FireWire camera communicating according to a DCAM interface (RGB, 8 bits-per-channel, minimum width 640, minimum height 480). Setup instructions and example specifications can be found in the user manual.
Below we summarize how these components are used in registration and how the WSI and real microscope image appear to the pathologist. We also identify an important part of the microscope, the reticle. The reticle is housed in the microscope eyepiece. One reticle that we use identifies ROIs in the microscope FOV and another points at individual cells.
eeDAP Availability and Technical Requirements
The software component of eeDAP is publicly available as MATLAB source code or as a precompiled stand-alone licensefree MATLAB application. 11 Running eeDAP source code requires the MATLAB image acquisition toolbox and the installation of third party software to extract ROIs from WSIs. WSIs are often extremely large (several GB) and are stored as large layered TIFF files embedded in proprietary WSI file formats. eeDAP uses ImageScope, a product of Aperio (a Leica Biosystems Division) to read images scanned with WSI scanners from Aperio (.svs) and other formats, including .ndpi (Hamamatsu).
ImageScope contains an ActiveX control named TIFFcomp that allows for the extraction and scaling of ROIs. A consequence of using TIFFcomp is that the MATLAB version must be 32 bits.
The precompiled stand-alone application requires that the MATLAB compiler runtime (MCR) library be installed. It is important that the version of the MCR correspond exactly to that used for the stand-alone application (refer to the user manual).
Tone Reproduction Curves
Manufacturers of WSI scanners typically provide software for viewing their proprietary file formats. These viewers may include specialized color management functions. In fact, we observed color differences when we viewed .ndpi images with the native Hamamatsu viewer (NDP.view) side-by-side with the Aperio viewer (ImageScope) and MATLAB (with the Aperio ImageScope Active X component TIFFcomp). In an attempt to understand the native viewer and correct for these differences (so that we can show the images as they would be seen in the native viewer), we considered the image adjustments that may have caused them. From these, we observed that the images appeared the same in the three viewers when we adjusted the gamma setting. To confirm our observations, we measured the tone reproduction curves of NDP.view (gamma ¼ 1.8 and gamma ¼ 1.0) and ImageScope (no adjustments made; equivalent to the MATLAB).
Following the work of Cheng et al., 12 we measured the transmittance of the 42 color patches of a color phantom (film on a glass slide, see Fig. 3 ). Using an FPGA board, we then retrieved the sRGB values of a Hamamatsu scanned image of the color phantom from the NDP.view with gamma set to 1.8 (default), gamma set to 1.0 (turning off the gamma adjustment), and ImageScope (default, no gamma correction). We then converted the sRGB values to the CIELAB color space and plotted the normalized lightness L Ã channel against the normalized transmittance. The results (Fig. 3 ) supported our visual observations:
• There is good agreement between the tone reproduction curves of NDP.view with gamma ¼ 1.0 and ImageScope.
• The tone reproduction curve of NDP.view with gamma ¼ 1.0 appears to be linearly related to transmittance.
• The tone reproduction curve of NDP.view with gamma ¼ 1.8 appears to be 1/1.8 gamma transformation of transmittance.
• The default images displayed by NDP.view and ImageScope (and MATLAB by equivalence) differ only in the gamma setting.
Registration
eeDAP uses registration to link the stage (glass slide) coordinates to the WSI coordinates. eeDAP has two levels of registration: global and local. The global registration is equivalent to Fig. 2 The evaluation environment for digital and analog pathology (eeDAP) hardware: microscope, camera, computer-controlled stage with joystick, and a computer with monitor (not shown).
finding the transformation between the stage and WSI coordinates. The global registration requires three anchors, three pairs of stage-WSI registered coordinates. Each anchor is generated by a local registration: a ðx; yÞ stage coordinate and a ðx; yÞ WSI coordinate that correspond to the same specimen location. eeDAP conducts two levels of global registration: low and high resolutions. Low resolution corresponds to microscope magnifications such as 2×, 5×, and 10×; the entire WSI image is scaled to fit in the GUI. High resolution registration corresponds to the microscope magnifications such as 20× and 40×; the low-resolution registration results are used to limit the amount of the WSI shown in the GUI, sequentially zooming in on the location of the low-resolution anchors.
eeDAP uses local registration for two purposes. The first purpose is to support global registration as discussed. The second purpose is to maintain a high level of registration precision throughout data collection. During our pilot studies, we observed that the precision of the global registration was deteriorating as the stage moved throughout the study. Therefore, we implemented a button that could be pressed during data collection that could register the current microscope view to the current task-specific ROI. The current level of precision appears to allow for the reliable evaluation of individual cells. Technical details of local and global registrations are provided below.
Local registration
A local registration is accomplished by taking a snapshot of the microscope FOV with the microscope-mounted camera and by finding a search region containing the corresponding location in the WSI (see Fig. 4 ). The search region is identified by the study administrator and avoids searching the entire (very large) image. A local registration yields a ðx; yÞ coordinate in the WSI and a ðx; yÞ coordinate on the microscope stage that identify the same location.
The camera image contains some amount of specimen on the glass slide and is labeled by the ðx; yÞ coordinate of the current stage position. See, for example, the "Preview with cross hairs" window labeled "Camera image" depicted in Fig. 4 . The camera image has three channels (RGB) and must be at least 640 × 480. The physical size of a (square) camera pixel is given by the manufacturer specifications. This size divided by any magnification by the microscope (objective × camera adapter) determines the camera's spatial sampling period in units of the specimen.
We extract a patch of the WSI image (RGB) that is larger than and contains the same content as captured by the camera. See, for example, the image labeled "WSI image" depicted in Fig. 4 . The WSI's spatial sampling period (often referred to as the WSI resolution) is given by the manufacturer specifications in units of the specimen and is often recorded in the WSI image.
An ROI extracted from a WSI image can be rescaled (interpolated) to have the same sampling period as the camera image using the ratio of the sampling periods. In other words, the number of pixels before and after rescaling is determined by ½corresponding number of camera pixels ¼ WSI sampling period camera sampling period ½number of WSI pixels:
Given the camera image cðx; yÞ and the WSI image dðx; yÞ at the same scale, we perform normalized cross-correlation to find the Δx; Δy shift that best registers the two images. In other words, we find the Δx; Δy that maximize the following sum:
where the sum is over the n pixels in the camera image, ðx; yÞ indexes the pixels in the image, Δx; Δy is the shift in pixels, and c; σ c andd; σ d are the average and standard deviation of the elements of cðx; yÞ and dðx; yÞ considered in the sum.
Global registration
Global registration is done for each WSI in the input file and corresponding glass slide on the microscope stage. Each global registration is built on three local registrations. The three local registrations yield three pairs of coordinates that define the transformation (the change of basis) between the coordinate system of the WSI (image pixels) and the coordinate system of the stage (stage pixels). Let the three pairs of coordinates be given by ðx Þ. Consequently, the location of each ROI for each task given in the input file can be accessed in the WSI coordinate system or the stage coordinate system.
The study administrator determines each local registration by navigating the microscope with the joystick to an appropriate anchor, taking the camera image, and then approximately identifying the corresponding anchor in the WSI. An appropriate anchor is one that can be recognized in the WSI image and is surrounded by one or more salient features. Salient features increase the likelihood of a successful registration; repetitive features and homogeneous regions do not. Additionally, global registration is better when the set of three anchors are widely separated; encompassing the entirety of the tissue is best. The most challenging aspect in finding the appropriate anchors is navigating the microscope stage with the joystick, focusing on the specimen, and determining the corresponding location in the WSI image.
In Fig. 4 , we see the "Camera image" and the "WSI image." The study administrator has clicked on the WSI image to indicate where in the WSI to search for the camera image. A patch of the WSI image is extracted from the WSI at the full scanning resolution, the patch is scaled to the resolution of the camera, and a local registration produces the shift that identifies the corresponding WSI location to pair with the current stage location.
Comparing FOV and Image Sizes
In the following, we provide the key hardware specifications that eeDAP requires and demonstrates the calculation of different FOVs and image sizes. These calculations provide the relationships regarding scale across the digital and analog domains.
Microscope FOV
An important parameter of an optical microscope is the field number (FN); it is the diameter of the view field in millimeters at the intermediate image plane, which is located in the eyepiece. The FN is a function of the entire light path of the microscope starting with the glass slide, through the objective, and ending at the intermediate image plane in the eyepiece; the FN is often inscribed on the eyepiece. To get the FOV in units of the specimen being viewed, we divide the FN by the objective magnification. We currently have an Olympus BX43 microscope (FN ¼ 22 mm) and a Zeiss Axioplan2 Imaging microscope (FN ¼ 23 mm) . At 40× magnification due to the objective, the FOV covered in the specimen plane is given by
The FN can also be used to determine the perceived size of the microscope image at an effective viewing distance of 25 cm. The 25 cm effective viewing distance is a design convention 13 that is not well documented or well known. The perceived size is then simply the FN times the eyepiece magnification. Since the eyepieces on both microscopes above have 10× magnification, the perceived diameters of the intermediate images are 22 cm (Olympus) and 23 cm (Zeiss) at the effective viewing distance of 25. This corresponds to a visual angle (subtended angle of object at the eye) equal to 2 × arctanð23∕ð2 Ã 25ÞÞ ≈ 50 deg. In Fig. 5 , we show what the microscope FOV looks like for the sarcoma slide scaled to fit the page.
Size of scanner images
We have access to two WSI scanners: a Hamamatsu Nanozoomer 2.0HT and an Aperio CS. They both operate at 20× and 40× magnification equivalent settings with similar sampling periods:
• 0.4558 μm at 20× and 0.2279 μm at 40× (Hamamatsu);
• 0.5000 μm at 20× and 0.2500 μm at 40× (Aperio).
The 40× Hamamatsu scanned images we have been using for pilot studies have 123; 008 × 82; 688 pixels (10 GB) and 39; 680 × 51; 200 pixels (2 GB). By multiplying the number of pixels by the sampling period, we get the size of the images in units of the specimen on the glass slide. These images correspond to the image areas of 28.0 mm × 18.8 mm and 9.0 mm × 11.7 mm. We have been extracting 400 × 400 ROI patches that show 0.092 mm × 0.092 mm patches of the specimen (area ≈ 0.0084 mm 2 ) for our most recent pilot study, which is 3.2% of the microscope FOV.
The size of a patch seen by a pathologist depends on the computer monitor pixel pitch (distance between pixels). For a computer monitor with a 258-μm pixel pitch, the display size of a 400 × 400 patch is 10.32 cm × 10.32 cm (area ≈ 106 cm 2 ). If we assume a viewing distance of 25 cm from the computer monitors (to match the effective viewing distance in the microscope), we can compare the image size of the ROI on the computer Fig. 5 The two images in this figure depict the relative sizes of the microscope image as seen through the eyepiece at 40× (a) and a 400 × 400 regions of interest patch from a whole slide image as seen on a computer monitor with 258-μm pixels at a viewing distance of 25 cm (b).
monitor to the microscope perceived image size. Figure 5 shows the relative sizes of the two views side by side, demonstrating the apparent magnification of the specimen area in the displayed 400 × 400 patches.
Size of camera images
We currently have a Point Grey Flea2 color camera (FL2G-50S5C-C) that has a default output format of 1024 × 768 with 6.9-μm pixels. This format corresponds to 2 × 2 binning of a camera with a native pixel size of 3.45 μm. At 20× magnification (40× objective times 0.5× camera adapter), the spatial sampling period in units of the specimen plane corresponds to 0.345 μm (6.9/20) and the camera FOV is 0.353 mm × 0.265 mm (area ¼ 0.0234 mm 2 ), which is about 36% of the microscope FOV.
Reticles
Reticles are pieces of glass that are inserted at the intermediate image plane in the eyepiece. They contain fine lines and grids that appear superimposed on the specimen. Reticles help to measure features or help to locate objects. The current version of eeDAP uses them to narrow tasks to very small regions and individual cells, allowing for an expansion of capabilities. In Fig. 6 , we depict reticles as seen through the microscope (line thickness exaggerated) and as they appear in eeDAP (400 × 400 patches). These reticles are described below and were studied in two feasibility reader studies for their functionality.
In the first feasibility study, we used a reticle containing a 10 × 10 grid with squares that are 1.25 mm on a side (Klarmann Rulings: KR-429). At 40×, these squares are 31.25 μm on a side in the specimen plane. When running in Digital mode, eeDAP digitally creates a reticle mask to create the same effect as the real reticle in the microscope. The instructions for this study were to score the reticle square that was immediately above and to the right of the center cross (red squares in Fig. 6 ). Identifying the center cross in the 10 × 10 grid in MicroRT mode is challenging; it is accomplished by rotating the eyepiece as the center cross remains fixed. Additionally, the instructions to score a square were to score the cell that was most likely the target (mitotic figure or plasma cell as shown in Fig. 1 ), considering cells with at least half their nuclei in the square.
In the second (similar) feasibility study, we used a custom reticle that has fiducials that point to gaps (Klarmann Rulings: KR-32536). Two gaps are 1 mm × 1 mm and three gaps are 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm. At 40×, these gaps are 25.0 μm and 12.5 μm on a side. The instructions for this study were much more direct: score the cell at the center of the center fiducials (red squares in Fig. 6 ).
Results and Discussion
We have been using pilot studies to identify weaknesses and future improvements needed for eeDAP and the general study design. The main weakness that we identified was that the registration precision throughout data collection was not good enough: pathologists were not evaluating identical ROIs. We have addressed this in the current generation of eeDAP by incorporating the ability to do a local registration for every ROI during data collection. We have also created a custom reticle that allows us to point at individual cells. This reduces ambiguity and disagreements due to evaluations based on multiple different cells within an ROI.
We also observed that the .ndpi WSI images appeared darker when viewing with eeDAP (and ImageScope) compared to Reticles (line thicknesses exaggerated) as seen through simulated microscope FOV (a) and 400 × 400 patches as they appear in eeDAP (b). The red squares in the simulated microscope FOVs and the red-dash boundary squares in the 400 × 400 patches indicate the "evaluation" areas. In the 400 × 400 sarcoma patch on the left, a majority of the obvious mitotic figure falls in the grid square to the left of the evaluation square. In the 400 × 400 sarcoma patch on the right, the central cross hairs point to the obvious mitotic figure. In the 400 × 400 colon patch on the left, there are several plasma-cell candidates in the "evaluation" square. In the 400 × 400 colon patch on the right, the cross hairs point to a single plasma-cell candidate to be evaluated.
viewing with the native viewer, NDP.view. Through observation and subsequent measurement, we determined that the difference was a simple gamma adjustment, and we implemented a color look-up table to make this and any other color adjustment possible with eeDAP.
Our pilot studies emphasized the need for reader training. We found that pathologists needed to develop a level of comfort in scoring individual candidate cells, as this is not a part of a pathologist's typical clinical work flow. This is especially true when we asked for a 101-point confidence rating instead of a yes-no decision. Consequently, we are focusing our efforts to creating training on the cell types and scorings. Training on cell types may include Power Point slides that contain verbal descriptions of typical features and sample images. Training may also include eeDAP training modules: the training modules may elicit scores of the typical features as well as the overall score and then provide feedback in the form of the scores of experts.
As we move beyond pilot studies to pivotal studies, we need to investigate and establish several methods and protocols to reduce the variability between the pilot study and the pivotal study, to reduce variability during a pivotal study, and to allow for a study to be replicated as closely as possible. Methods and protocols are needed on the following issues:
• Computer monitor QA/QC and calibration, including color
• It is understood in radiology that poor-quality displays can result in misdiagnosis, eye-strain, and fatigue. 14 As such, it is common in the practice and evaluation of radiology to control, characterize, and document the display conditions. This culture has led to the creation of standards that treat displays. 15 This issue is not yet fully enabled and appreciated within the culture of DP practice or evaluation. Study reports do very little to describe the display characteristics and calibration, with recent work being the exception. 8 However some groups, including the International Color Consortium, are filling the void and addressing the challenging issue of display and color calibration. [16] [17] [18] • Slide preparation.
• It is well known that there is significant variability in tissue appearances based on processing, sectioning, and staining differences and this variability leads to variability in diagnosis. 19 Protocols for slide preparation are a part of standard lab practice and are changing with increased automation, driving standards in this space. 20 • Tissue inclusion/exclusion criteria, including methods to objectively identify candidate cells for the evaluation task.
• Identifying inclusion/exclusion criteria for study patients (or in the current context, their tissue) is needed to convey the spectrum of the tissue being used, and thus the trial's generalizability and relevance. 21, 22 Given the tissue, when the task is to evaluate individual cells, it is important to not bias the selection process. For our work, we intend to first identify the entire spectrum of presentations, not just presentations that are easy in one modality or another (as might result from pathologist identified candidates). Once the entire spectrum of presentations is identified, there may be reasons to subsample within to stress the imaging system evaluation and comparison. Future work may include the incorporation of algorithms for the automated identification of candidate cells to be classified or histopathological features to be evaluated. Such algorithms may be less biased and more objective in creating the study sets.
Finally, a coherent analysis method is needed that does not require a gold standard, since one is typically not available for the tasks being considered. To address this need, we are investigating agreement measures, such as concordance, that compare pathologist performance with WSI to conventional optical microscopy. The goal is to develop methods and tools for multireader, multicase analysis of agreement measures, similar to the methods and tools for the area under the ROC curve 23 and the rate of agreement. 24 
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented the key software and hardware elements of eeDAP, a framework that allows for the registration and display of corresponding tissue regions between the glass slide and the WSI. The goal was to remove search as a source of observer variability that might dilute differences between modalities. The software part of eeDAP can be downloaded from the google code website (project: eeDAP) as a MATLAB source or as a precompiled stand-alone license-free application. 11 This software can be paired with the required hardware (microscope, automated stage, and camera) and used to design and execute reader studies to compare DP to traditional optical microscopy.
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